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Abstract

The non-Abelian gauge structure of the Standard Model implies the presence of the multi-boson self-
interactions. Precise measurements in experimental and theoretical studies of these interactions allow not 
only testing the nature of the Standard Model but also new physics contribution coming from the beyond 
Standard Model. These interactions can be examined using a model-independent way in effective theory 
approach that composes the motivation part of this study. In this paper, we examine the anomalous ZZγ and 
Zγγ neutral triple gauge couplings via the process e−e+ → Zγ for the neutrino-antineutrino pair decay 
of Z boson. It has performed with both unpolarized and polarized electron beams at the Compact Linear 
Collider with 

√
s = 3 TeV. The study focused on CP -conserving CB̃W /�4 and CP -violating CBB/�4, 

CBW /�4, CWW /�4 couplings. Obtained sensitivities on the anomalous neutral triple gauge couplings 
with 95% Confidence Level are given with systematic uncertainties of 0%, 5% and 10% for unpolarized, 
−80% and 80% polarized electron beams with integrated luminosities of Lint = 5 ab−1, Lint = 4 ab−1

and Lint = 1 ab−1, respectively. Comparing the latest experimental limits and related phenomenological 
studies, our results on the anomalous neutral gauge couplings are set more stringent sensitivity between 
10-30 times of magnitude.
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1. Introduction

The gauge boson self-interactions are described by the non-Abelian SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge 
theory of the Standard Model (SM). These self-interactions can be defined by triple gauge boson 
WWV , ZV γ and ZZV (V = γ , Z) couplings [1]. However, the couplings with the Z boson 
and the photon are not found at the tree-level in the SM, since the Z boson has no electrical 
charge. The goal of detecting any deviations from the SM predictions that are popular nowadays 
is to explore new physics beyond the SM. Anomalous neutral triple gauge couplings (aNTGC) 
between the photon and the Z boson (Zγ γ and ZZγ ) are of unique importance in the investi-
gation of new physics beyond the SM. Because of the absence of triple gauge couplings between 
the photon and the Z boson in the SM, the deviation from the SM prediction in the presence of 
Zγγ and ZZγ vertices is sensitive evidence for the new physics.

It has been widely studied the ZZ and Zγ production in e−e+ colliders [2–13] and pp collid-
ers [14–23] to investigate aNTGC. In addition, it is easier to experimentally detect final states in 
vector boson pair production processes, and clean signatures at the detector and rich data based 
on a higher signal-to-background ratio are obtained from the interactions of these processes 
[24,25].

The Effective Field Theory (EFT) approach has been used to parameterize these new physics 
effects with higher-dimension operators in a model-independent way. The method used to study 
the aNTGC with the SM gauge group is the following: add high-dimensional operators that are 
invariant under SU(2)L × U(1)Y to the SM Lagrangian and acquire the effective vertices with 
the anomalous couplings after electroweak symmetry breaking [9]. The effective Lagrangian of 
the EFT which includes SM interactions and dimension-eight operators describing aNTGC can 
be written as [26]

LnTGC = LSM +
∑

i

Ci

�4 (Oi +O†
i ) (1)

where � is the new physics scale and the index i labels the four operators given below

OB̃W = iH †B̃μνW
μρ{Dρ,Dν}H, (2)

OBW = iH †BμνW
μρ{Dρ,Dν}H, (3)

OWW = iH †WμνW
μρ{Dρ,Dν}H, (4)

OBB = iH †BμνB
μρ{Dρ,Dν}H. (5)

Here, Bμν and Wμν are the field strength tensors and Dμ is the covariant derivative. The first 
operator is CP -even and the last three operators are CP -odd. They are used in the definitions of 
operators as follows:

Bμν = (
∂μBν − ∂νBμ

)
, (6)

Wμν = σ i
(
∂μWi

ν − ∂νW
i
μ + gεijkW

j
μWk

ν

)
, (7)

with 〈σ iσ j 〉 = δij /2 and

Dμ ≡ ∂μ − i
g′

2
BμY − igWWi

μσ i. (8)

When the new physics energy scale is high, the biggest new physics contribution to Zγ pair 
generation comes from the interference between the SM and the dimension-eight operators. As 
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long as the interferences between the SM and the dimension-eight and dimension-ten operators 
are not both suppressed, only dimension-eight operator O(�−8) does not add up a contribution 
above the new physics with high-energy scale. The dimension-six operators do not have any 
effect on aNTGC at tree-level but the order αŝ/4π�2 effects can occur on aNTGC at one-loop. 
The contributions of the dimension-eight operators at tree-level are of the order υ2ŝ/�4. The 
contribution of the dimension-eight operators is more forefront than one-loop contribution of the 
dimension-six operator with � �

√
4πŝ/α [26].

Effective Lagrangian for aNTGC with dimension-six and dimension-eight operators is given 
by [27]

Ldim-6,8
aNTGC = ge

m2
Z

[
− [f γ

4 (∂μFμβ) + f Z
4 (∂μZμβ)]Zα(∂αZβ) + [f γ

5 (∂σ Fσμ)

+ f Z
5 (∂σ Zσμ)]Z̃μβZβ − [hγ

1 (∂σ Fσμ) + hZ
1 (∂σ Zσμ)]ZβFμβ

− [hγ

3 (∂σ F σρ) + hZ
3 (∂σ Zσρ)]ZαF̃ρα

−
{

h
γ

2

m2
Z

[∂α∂β∂ρFρμ] + hZ
2

m2
Z

[∂α∂β(�+ m2
Z)Zμ]

}
ZαFμβ

+
{

h
γ

4

2m2
Z

[�∂σ Fρα] + hZ
4

2m2
Z

[(�+ m2
Z)∂σ Zρα]

}
Zσ F̃ρα

]
,

(9)

where Z̃μν = 1/2εμνρσZρσ (ε0123 = +1) with field strength tensor Zμν = ∂μZν − ∂νZμ and 
similarly for the electromagnetic field tensor Fμν . However, f V

4 , hV
1 , hV

2 are three CP -violating 
couplings while f V

5 , hV
3 , hV

4 are three CP -conserving couplings (V = γ , Z). In the SM at 
tree-level, all couplings are zero. In the Lagrangian, the couplings hV

2 and hV
4 correspond to 

dimension-eight and the other four couplings to dimension-six.
The couplings in the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (9) are related to the couplings of the 

operators in Eqs. (2)-(5) when SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge invariance is considered [28]. The CP -
conserving anomalous couplings with two on-shell Z bosons and one off-shell V = γ or Z boson 
in the anomalous vertex for the neutral gauge bosons are written by [26]

f Z
5 = 0, (10)

f
γ

5 = υ2m2
Z

4cωsω

CB̃W

�4 (11)

and the CP -violating anomalous couplings by

f Z
4 =

m2
Zυ2

(
c2
ω

CWW

�4 + 2cωsω
CBW

�4 + 4s2
ω

CBB

�4

)
2cωsω

, (12)

f
γ

4 = −
m2

Zυ2
(
−cωsω

CWW

�4 + CBW

�4 (c2
ω − s2

ω) + 4cωsω
CBB

�4

)
4cωsω

. (13)

The CP -conserving anomalous couplings with one on-shell Z boson, one on-shell photon 
and one off-shell V = γ or Z boson in the anomalous vertex for the neutral gauge bosons are 
written by [26]

hZ
3 = υ2m2

Z CB̃W
4 , (14)
4cωsω �

3
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hZ
4 = h

γ

3 = h
γ

4 = 0, (15)

and the CP -violating anomalous couplings by

hZ
1 =

m2
Zυ2

(
−cωsω

CWW

�4 + CBW

�4 (c2
ω − s2

ω) + 4cωsω
CBB

�4

)
4cωsω

, (16)

hZ
2 = h

γ

2 = 0, (17)

h
γ

1 = −
m2

Zυ2
(
s2
ω

CWW

�4 − 2cωsω
CBW

�4 + 4c2
ω

CBB

�4

)
4cωsω

. (18)

Many couplings given above are equal to zero, due to the disappearance of the CP -
conserving Zγγ and ZZZ vertices. These four dimension-eight coefficients describe aNTGC in 
Eqs. (11)-(14), (16), (18) are CP -conserving CB̃W/�4 and CP -violating CBB/�4, CBW/�4, 
CWW/�4. We have investigated the sensitivity on aNTGC, ZZγ and Zγγ , with dimension-
eight couplings CB̃W/�4, CBB/�4, CBW/�4 and CWW/�4 via the process e−e+ → Zγ at 
the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC), which is designed with the center-of-mass energy of 3 
TeV. The latest experimental limits on dimension-eight couplings are studied through process 
pp → Zγ → νν̄γ at center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV with integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1

at the CERN LHC [29]. These 95% Confidence Level (C.L.) experimental limits are given as

−1.1 TeV−4 <
CB̃W

�4 < 1.1 TeV−4, (19)

−2.3 TeV−4 <
CWW

�4 < 2.3 TeV−4, (20)

−0.65 TeV−4 <
CBW

�4 < 0.64 TeV−4, (21)

−0.24 TeV−4 <
CBB

�4 < 0.24 TeV−4. (22)

2. Cross-sections and events

The Feynman diagrams for the process e−e+ → Zγ are given in Fig. 1. Here, the first two 
Feynman diagrams contain contributions of new physics beyond the SM from the anomalous 
ZZγ and Zγγ couplings, while the last two Feynman diagrams contain SM contributions. In this 
study, the νν̄γ final state in the Zγ production process is discussed. The process involving the 
decay of the Z boson into neutrinos, Z(νν̄)γ , has many advantages over processes that involve 
decay into hadrons Z(qq̄)γ or charged leptons Z(�−�+)γ . In the final state, the hadron channel 
does not have clean data due to the large number of multijet backgrounds. Besides, the fact 
that neutrino pair decay has a higher Z boson branching ratio than charged leptons provides the 
opportunity to study Zγ production in the more energetic region where the sensitivity is high 
[29].

SM background processes that have the same or similar final state topology with νν̄γ final 
state investigated in the e−e+ → νν̄γ signal process are considered. The main background, 
denoted by SM, is the SM background, which has the same final state as the signal process and 
contains contributions from the last two Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1. In addition to the SM 
background, we consider both the W boson pair (e−e+ → W−W+γ ) and the top-antitop quark 
pair (e−e+ → t t̄γ ), along with a photon as relevant backgrounds. The W−W+γ is considered 
4
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Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams of the process e−e+ → Zγ including the anomalous contribution of ZZγ and Zγγ vertices 
and the SM contribution.

Table 1
Particle-level selections cuts for the Zγ signal at the CLIC.

Kinematic cuts CBB/�4, CBW /�4, CB̃W /�4, CWW /�4

Cut-1 |ηγ | < 2.5
Cut-2 /ET > 300 GeV
Cut-3 p

γ
T

> 300 GeV

as background due to having two pairs of a charged lepton and a neutrino when leptonic decay of 
W bosons. The t t̄γ process is also added as an another background since there are two b-jets and 
two W bosons as a result of the decay of each top quark to W±b. When detailed, if two b-jets are 
any misidentification of the light quark by being mistagged in detector and two W bosons decay 
leptonically, this background process has also a similar final state topology as the signal process.

All signal and background events analyses are simulated through UFO model file into MAD-
GRAPH5_aMC@NLO [30] with approximately 1 × 106 events for each. It is necessary to apply 
some analysis cuts to distinguish the signal from the relevant backgrounds. For these cuts, we 
can use pseudo-rapidity ηγ , transverse momentum pγ

T and missing energy transverse /ET for the 
photon in the final state of the process e−e+ → νν̄γ . As seen in Fig. 2, the transverse energy 
distribution of four different coupling signals and three different backgrounds is considered for 
the final state of the e−e+ → νν̄γ process. It can be seen that the signals differ significantly 
from the backgrounds at values of about 300 GeV. On the other hand, the transverse momen-
tum distribution of the photon seen in Fig. 3 show significant deviations from the backgrounds 
for all couplings at values around 300 GeV. Analysis of the νν̄γ channel using the photon pγ
T

5
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Fig. 2. The number of expected events as a function of /ET missing energy transverse for the e+e− → Zγ signal and 
relevant backgrounds at the CLIC. In this figure, we have taken a value of 1 TeV−4 for each anomalous coupling.

Fig. 3. The number of expected events as a function of pγ
T

for the e+e− → Zγ signal and backgrounds at the CLIC 
with 

√
s = 3 TeV and Pe− = 0%. The distributions are for CBB/�4, CBW /�4, CB̃W /�4, CWW /�4 and relevant 

backgrounds. In this figure, we have taken a value of 1 TeV−4 for each anomalous coupling.

distribution and the missing transverse energy distribution has the potential advantage since the 
branching ratio of the Z boson decaying to the neutrino pair is greater than that of the lepton 
pair. There is no contribution from the final state bremsstrahlung and virtual photon to the νν̄γ

channel [16]. In addition, it is revealed in Fig. 4 that there is a differentiation between the signal 
for CB̃W/�4, CBB/�4, CBW/�4 and CWW/�4 couplings and backgrounds in the distribution 
of the photon pseudo-rapidity in the range of ±2.5. This signal results in Figs. 2–4 are shown 
using 1 TeV−4 for each anomalous coupling at the integrated luminosities of 100 fb−1. There-
fore, the cuts should be highlighted to adequately separate the signal from the SM, W−W+γ , 
and t t̄γ backgrounds in this study. The applied cut flow in the analysis is summarized by the 
labels Cut-1, Cut-2 and Cut-3 in Table 1. After the cut flow, the number of events of the first 
two anomalous couplings giving the largest signal at CBB/�4 = CB̃W/�4 = 1 TeV−4 and the 
relevant backgrounds are given in Table 2 to examine the effects of applied cuts. It is seen that 
the cut flow suppresses the relevant backgrounds and the signals are very high relative to these 
backgrounds.
6
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Fig. 4. The number of expected events as a function of ηγ for the e+e− → Zγ signal and relevant backgrounds. In this 
figure, we have taken a value of 1 TeV−4 for each anomalous coupling.

Table 2
Number of expected events for the process e+e− → Zγ , the SM and relevant backgrounds processes after applied cuts 
given in Table 1.

Kinematic cuts CBB/�4 = 1 TeV−4 CB̃W /�4 = 1 TeV−4 SM e−e+ → W−W+γ e−e+ → t t̄γ

Cut-0 30600 5093 915 89 14
Cut-1 30600 5093 915 89 14
Cut-2 30237 4957 823 31 5
Cut-3 30237 4957 823 23 2

It seems tempting that the collision of elementary particles such as electrons and positrons, ac-
celerated at multi-TeV energies in the CLIC, directly tests new physics scenarios seeking answers 
to the open questions of the SM. The new physics research of the CLIC is built on two elements: 
Firstly, since leptons, which are elementary particles, are defined at a fundamental level, colli-
sions in the lepton collider are clean without any hadronic activity and the measurements are very 
precise [31]. Second one, it is a discovery machine that can observe the new particle predicted 
in new physics models motivated by a large center-of-mass energy such as 3 TeV that the e−e+
collision can reach [32]. For these reasons, the CLIC, which stands out with the discovery of 
new particles, stands out among the currently proposed e−e+ projects. The CLIC staging sce-
nario assumes at the center-of-mass energy of 3 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 5 ab−1. 
The CLIC experiment program specifies ±80% longitudinal polarization for the electron beam 
and no polarized positron beam [33]. It is assumed that the weight of each event shares the lumi-
nosity in a ratio of 4:1 between the negative and positive polarization of the electron beam, with 
the result that the integrated luminosities are evaluated with Lint = 4 ab−1 for P(e−) = −80%
and Lint = 1 ab−1 for P(e−) = +80% [34]. Beam polarizations increase analysis capability and 
reduce systematic errors. It reveals new processes by enhancing the signal or suppressing the SM 
processes. The use of polarized electron beams helps in increasing signal rates and minimizing 
unwanted background processes [31,35].

Using the polarized electron beam P(e−) and the polarized positron beam P(e+) in an e−e+
collider, the cross-section for a given process is obtained as follows, with respect to the four 
possible chiral cross-sections [36]:
7
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Fig. 5. Production cross-section for the process e+e− → Zγ in terms of the anomalous CBB/�4, CBW /�4, CB̃W /�4, 
CWW /�4 couplings for the CLIC with 

√
s = 3 TeV and Pe− = −80%.

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for unpolarized beams Pe− = 0%.

σ(Pe− ,Pe+) = 1

4

{
(1 +Pe−)(1 +Pe+)σRR + (1 −Pe−)(1 −Pe+)σLL (23)

+(1 +Pe−)(1 −Pe+)σRL + (1 −Pe−)(1 +Pe+)σLR

}
,

where σLR presents the cross-section for left-handed polarized electron beam and right-handed 
polarized positron beam. Other cross-sections, σRL, σLL, and σRR , are defined in accordance 
with this definition. The unpolarized cross-section is written by

σ0 = 1

4
{σRR + σLL + σRL + σLR}. (24)

Total cross-sections of the process e−e+ → Zγ as a function of anomalous CB̃W/�4, 
CBB/�4, CBW/�4 and CWW/�4 couplings, in the CLIC with 

√
s = 3 TeV are given in Fig. 5

for an electron beam polarization of -80%, in Fig. 6 for unpolarized beams, and in Fig. 7 for 
an electron beam polarization of +80%. The other three couplings are fixed to zero to find the 
variation of the total cross-section with respect to the function of each anomalous coupling. In 
8
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5 but for polarized beams Pe− = 80%.

these total cross-section calculations, the cuts in Table 1 are used to suppress the backgrounds. If 
the total cross-sections according to the coupling values of each anomalous coupling are ordered 
from the highest to the lowest, it can be seen from Figs. 5–7 that they are CBB/�4, CB̃W/�4, 
CBW/�4 and CWW/�4.

3. Sensitivities on the anomalous couplings

The sensitivities of the anomalous CB̃W/�4, CBB/�4, CBW/�4 and CWW/�4 couplings in 
process e−e+ → Zγ are obtained by using a χ2 method with systematic errors at 95% C.L., 
defined by

χ2 =
⎛⎜⎝ σSM − σNP

σSM

√
(δst )

2 + (
δsys

)2

⎞⎟⎠
2

(25)

where σSM is the cross-section of relevant SM backgrounds and σNP is the total cross-section 
containing contributions from the presence of both new physics beyond the SM and relevant SM 
backgrounds. δst = 1√

NSM
and δsys are the statistical error and the systematic error, respectively. 

The number of events of relevant SM backgrounds is given with NSM = Lint × σSM , where Lint
is the integrated luminosity.

In the analyses of the studies, there are systematic uncertainties related to the measurement 
of the cross-sections containing neutrino production. In general, systematic uncertainties arising 
from many reasons such as detector luminosity, trigger efficiencies, jet energy calibration, bjet 
tagging efficiencies, lepton identification, backgrounds, initial and final state radiation, parton 
distribution functions should be included in statistical methods [37]. The process pp → νν̄γ

including the anomalous ZZγ and Zγγ couplings is also examined for the FCC-hh with same 
systematic errors [16]. In the study on the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moment of the 
neutrino, the systematic uncertainty for the process pp → νν̄γ at the LHC is considered to be 
0%, 5% and 10% [38]. In a similar study performed on the CLIC for the e−e+ → νν̄γ process, 
the systematic uncertainty is again considered as 0%, 5% and 10% [39]. For this reason, taking 
9



Table 3
Constraints on aNTGCs CBB/�4, CBW /�4, CB̃W /�4 and CWW /�4 via e+e− → Zγ process at the CLIC.

Pe− 0% −80% 80%

Couplings (TeV−4) L = 5 ab−1 L = 4 ab−1 L = 1 ab−1

δ = 0% [−1.35;2.00] × 10−2 [−2.19;2.81] × 10−2 [−1.66;2.34] × 10−2

CBB/�4 δ = 5% [−4.95;5.61] × 10−2 [−7.40;8.00] × 10−2 [−3.81;4.49] × 10−2

δ = 10% [−7.11;7.77] × 10−2 [−1.06;1.11] × 10−1 [−5.47;6.15] × 10−2

δ = 0% [−5.38;5.94] × 10−2 [−4.75;5.24] × 10−2 [−1.15;1.21] × 10−1

CBW /�4 δ = 5% [−1.78;1.83] × 10−1 [−1.52;1.57] × 10−1 [−2.44;2.50] × 10−1

δ = 10% [−2.52;2.58] × 10−1 [−2.16;2.21] × 10−1 [−3.43;3.49] × 10−1

δ = 0% [−4.28;4.52] × 10−2 [−4.97;4.16] × 10−2 [−6.02;7.62] × 10−2

CB̃W /�4 δ = 5% [−1.39;1.42] × 10−1 [−1.45;1.37] × 10−1 [−1.34;1.50] × 10−1

δ = 10% [−1.97;1.99] × 10−1 [−2.03;1.95] × 10−1 [−1.91;2.07] × 10−1

δ = 0% [−1.45;1.50] × 10−1 [−1.17;1.12] × 10−1 [−4.79;4.80] × 10−1

CWW /�4 δ = 5% [−4.68;4.73] × 10−1 [−3.67;3.73] × 10−1 [−1.01;1.01]
δ = 10% [−6.61;6.67] × 10−1 [−5.20;5.25] × 10−1 [−1.41;1.41]

into account the previous study, we choose the systematic uncertainties δsys = 0%, 5% and 10%
for the CLIC.

The 95% C.L. limits of anomalous CBB/�4, CB̃W/�4, CBW/�4 and CWW/�4 couplings 
through process e−e+ → Zγ at the CLIC are investigated in Table 3 with and without sys-
tematic error according to configurations of beam polarization and integrated luminosity. If we 
first compare the limits between four anomalous couplings, the highest sensitivity for all three 
configurations belongs to the anomalous CBB/�4 coupling. Second, if configurations of beam 
polarization and integrated luminosity are evaluated, anomalous CBB/�4 and CB̃W/�4 cou-
plings are most sensitive in P(e−) = 0% and Lint = 5 ab−1 configuration, while anomalous 
CBW/�4 and CWW/�4 couplings are most sensitive in P(e−) = −80% and Lint = 4 ab−1 con-
figuration. This shows that at the limits of anomalous CBW/�4 and CWW/�4 couplings, beam 
polarization has a sensitivity-enhancing effect. The most sensitive limits of the aNTGCs without 
systematic error are as follows, respectively:

CBB/�4 = [−1.35;2.00] × 10−2 TeV−4 , (26)

CB̃W/�4 = [−4.28;4.52] × 10−2 TeV−4 , (27)

CBW/�4 = [−4.75;5.24] × 10−2 TeV−4 , (28)

CWW/�4 = [−1.17;1.12] × 10−1 TeV−4 . (29)

Figs. 8–11 summarize the sensitivities of anomalous CBB/�4, CBW/�4, CB̃W/�4 and 
CWW/�4 couplings according to beam polarization and integrated luminosities, respectively, 
at the CLIC with 

√
s = 3 TeV, by comparison with the current experimental limits of the AT-

LAS Collaboration [29]. The integrated luminosity values according to the beam polarization 
type, which are mentioned in Section 2, are reached in three steps starting from 100 fb−1 and the 
change of anomalous couplings with this gradual luminosity increase in each polarization type 
are investigated. Most importantly, we have obtained limits with better sensitivity than current 
experimental limits for all anomalous couplings.

According to the EFT approach, the minimum coupling value of the coefficients is required 
to put the operator scale � beyond the reach of the kinematic range of the distributions. The 
S. Spor, E. Gurkanli and M. Köksal Nuclear Physics B 979 (2022) 115785
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the current experimental limits and projected sensitivity on the anomalous CBB/�4 coupling for 
expected luminosities of Lint = 100, 500, 1000, 4000, 5000 fb−1 and 

√
s = 3 TeV at the CLIC. We consider Pe− =

−80%, 0%, 80%.

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for the anomalous CBW /�4 coupling.
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 8 but for the anomalous CB̃W /�4 coupling.

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 8 but for the anomalous CWW /�4 coupling.

new physics characteristic scale � can be related to the coefficients of dimension-eight operators 
and an upper bound can be placed on this scale [19]. For C = O(1) couplings, we find � <√

2πυ
√

s ∼ 3.04 TeV.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, we carried out the process e−e+ → Zγ → (νν)γ to probe the Zγγ and ZZγ

aNTGC at CLIC. In the analysis, cut based technique is applied to separate the signal and the rel-
evant SM background. Besides, transverse momentum and the pseudo-rapidity of the final state 
photon, missing energy transverse are selected for the kinematic cuts. The effects of the selected 
cuts on the number of events for both signal and SM background have been given with a cut-
flow chart. To finalize the study, we obtained the sensitivity of dimension-eight CP -conserving 
CB̃W/�4 coupling and CP -violating CBB/�4, CBW/�4, CWW/�4 couplings with 95% C.L. 
for unpolarized and ∓80% polarized electron beam that have recomposed for systematic uncer-
tainties of 0%, 5% and 10% at 

√
s = 3 TeV. We used the integrated luminosities of Lint = 5 ab−1, 

Lint = 4 ab−1 and Lint = 1 ab−1 to calculate sensitivities for unpolarized and ∓80% polarized 
electron beams, respectively. Our results improve the sensitivities of the aNTGC couplings with 
respect to the latest experimental results and phenomenological studies by a factor of 10 to 30
times.
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